Google Scholar settings

Putting certain settings into Google Scholar, the search engine will include RU bought subscriptions in their results, both on the RU net and through remote access.


2. Click Library links and write Háskólinn í Reykjavík and click on the search button to the right. Then click Save.

3. When you search for sources in Google Scholar you might get links that say Pjónusta | Service@RU.is or Til | Available@RU.is. By clicking those links you’ll be able to see if the article is bought at RU and where it’s available. Sometimes you’ll need to click on More to get the links.
4. When you click on the @RU.is links you’ll get a page that tells you whether the article is available or not. If it’s available you’ll get a link to the database that holds it. Click on Go to get the article and it will open in a new window or tab.

5. If the article is not available you’ll get a link to request it through interlibrary loan. Click Go and a new page will open where all the information has been filled out and all you need to do is write your name, kennitala (ID), and RU-email. NB. there might be some charges.

NB. The links to @HR.is will only show up when you are on the campus net. If you are searching for sources outside the campus you need to access Google Scholar through the off-campus access http://en.ru.is/remoteaccess/